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Technical
Can I view the screen in direct sunlight?
Can I use the scale in the rain?
*

Can I view statistics on screen in the field?
Can I view animal history on screen in the field?
Can I easily setup my scale by preloading favorite setups?
Can I sort animals by weight gain or other criteria?
How many groups can I create for sorting livestock?
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Does my indicator have automatic Tru-Test load bar recognition
and calibration?

Data Collection & Recording
How many records can I store?
How many weighing sessions can I keep?
How many pieces of information can I keep on each animal?
Can the indicator receive data from Electronic Identification (EID)
readers via Bluetooth® ?
Can I link weights and other data to the animal’s visual and
electronic identification?

Data Transfer
Is the indicator compatible with the MiHub DataLink app?
Can I use Bluetooth® to transfer data recorded on the indicator to
the MiHub DataLink app after completing the weigh session?

Looking for an indicator you can rely on that gives
you only the information you want?
Look no further.

Can I use Bluetooth® to send weights from indicator to the MiHub
DataLink app in real time?
Can I use a USB flash drive to get information off the scale?

Calculations
Can I automatically calculate weight gain?

Tru-Test’s range of durable indicators has earned a
global reputation for the fastest and most accurate
weight capture technology.
All Tru-Test indicators feature Superdamp™ technology,
unique to Tru‑Test, to record accurate weights quickly,
even with the liveliest animals. Within seconds, our
indicators lock on a weight and a bright light lets you
know it’s ready to be recorded. An auto-zero function also
ensures any accumulation of dirt or manure is zeroed

after the animal leaves the scale.
The range is designed to suit a variety of situations so
you only get the technology you need. All Tru-Test
indicators are suitable for cattle, sheep, pigs, deer,
horses, and goats and are compatible with all Tru-Test
load bars.
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Can I set the indicator to predict target weights and target dates?
Can I calculate carcass weight?
Can I calculate dosages and record treatments?

* With use of MiHub Data Link app for Smartphone

